there's a lot of trash talk and criticism on a sports team so at least some of your leaders need to be thick-skinned and (lotsa) cocky.

i am from africa but same time somalia should be killed because those people are becoming something bad to other, but same time united state should leave africans alone

you’ve performed a formidable activity and our whole neighborhood will be thankful to you.

water and feed the entire hedge and over the next two to three years clip the sides and tops as required

doctors and pharmacists must report every narcotic prescription written and filled into i-stop, which would have up-to-the-minute information

polydispersity prim (pdi) of slns were assumed by permanent occlusion scattering (dls) technique using

sure enough she had a parathyroid adenoma deep on the right, with the nerve draped over it. her postop pth was 5.5. the lower gland was normal.

i have, however, invested in expensive makeup tools (e.g., brushes) which i've learned work better than cheap ones.

we will discuss the causes of anovulation from two different perspectives